RADIKALE REDENAARS 2022

Considering the increasing in fuel and accommodation prices, also the safety of our adjudicators who need to drive 7000km to adjudicate at the schools in all provinces, it was decided that the first round will again be online. This includes participation in the individuals, teams and reading categories.

The provincial finals and national final will be presented at a venue in the province as it was done in the past before the covid-19 pandemic. As changes might arise, like changes in school calendars, lockdowns etc. we can unfortunately not guarantee that it will take place but be assured that we will do our best.

ENTRIES

- The entry form as well as relevant information to assist with the completion thereof are available on our web
- Entries can be done through the school or by parents and emailed to radikaleredenaar@gmail.com.

PARTICIPATION/VIDEOS

- Please ensure a clear background, and sound and lightning are adequate.
- Speaker to announce his/her name, surname, grade, item, and school before they start their speech, or this information are clearly stated on the video
- The speaker (in school uniform) only needs to be taken half-body, but full-length is also acceptable. Please make sure the notes are visible and that the speaker’s full face also appears on the screen.
- With the adjudication in 2021 we came across many learners who have READ their speeches from a screen. In 2022 the adjudicators will be stricter, and speakers will be penalized.
- Learners must please present their speech in a standing position
- The video must be sent as one continuous video and not broken up in parts. Only one video per item is allowed.
- The video must be sent via email to radikaleredenaar@gmail.com and no video will be accepted sent on whatsapp.
- We again request that videos be recorded on You-Tube and Google Drive, as this method works very well. There is step by step instructions on our web under “videos” to send the video directly from your cell phone to our email. We prefer that no Dropbox and We Transfers be used.
- After adjudication of a video, it gets deleted, and the certificate will be sent via email

Please check the dates on the web regularly, as we will publish the venues for the provincial finals as soon as a date and venue are confirmed.